The problem of high-intense laser pulse interaction with a semiconductor under the condition of a light energy nonlinear absorption, which results in high absorption domains formation, is considered. Such interaction allows reaching a construction of an element for all-optical data treatment. For its adequate description we propose new mathematical model taking into account the longitudinal and transverse diffraction effects. The longitudinal diffraction induced a reflection of laser radiation from boundaries of the high absorption domains that results in changing of their spatial structure. The conservative finite-difference scheme (FDS) is developed for numerical computation of the complicated nonlinear processes. The property of the FDS conservatism is proved. For the proposed FDS realization the two-stage iteration method is proposed. Computer simulation results are presented. We show the uniform boundedness of the mesh functions at the iterations and the convergence of the iteration process. We show also positiveness and boundedness of the mesh function corresponding to free-charged particles. We discuss some properties of differential problem including the problem invariants, positiveness of the free-charged concentrations. 
Introduction
Laser radiation interaction with a semiconductor is a very modern problem for the past decade. One of the important application of such investigation is a creation of an optical bistable element using various nonlinear responses of a semiconductor at a laser radiation exposure. As it is well-known, the optical bistability (OB) is a very promising phenomenon for creation and developing of all-optical data processing and many authors pay their attention to OB phenomenon research since pioneer works [10, 11] and continued, for example, in [8, 9, 13, 15, 19, 23, 28, 31, 32, 33, 38, 39] . In the case of OB existence, the hysteresis loop of semiconductor characteristics in dependence on a laser pulse intensity takes place. As a result, the domains of charged particles high concentration as well as kink structures of a high absorption could be formed, which results in the appearance of contrast spatial structure of free-charged particle concentration as well as explosive absorption of laser energy. In the present paper, we consider the 2D resonatorless model of the absorption OB.
The femtosecond (10 −15 c) laser pulse interaction with a semiconductor under the condition of absorption OB occurrence is described by the set of nonlinear PDEs [9] . For numerical solution of such problems, the split-step method is widely used [2, 4, 6, 17, 29, 30, 36, 37, 40] . For example, in [40] this method is used for a numerical solution of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. It is shown, how a conservation law and instability are reflected in the numerical finite-difference schemes (FDS). In [37] an efficient time-splitting compact finite-difference method for Gross-Pitaevskii equation is proposed. In [29] a simulation of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation in 1D, 2D and 3D cases is studied on the base of a time-splitting method. The FDS conservatism is investigated on the base of some numerical experiments. In [4] a compact finite-difference method is proposed for the nonlinear Schrödinger equations with constant and variable coefficients.
Much attention is paid to a question of the split-step method properties, such as the conservatism, accuracy and stability. In [2] it is shown, that using of energy-conserving methods for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, able to conserve a discrete counterpart of the Hamiltonian functional, confers more robustness on the numerical solution of a problem. In [17] the problem of numerical instability of the split-step method applied to the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation is widely studied. It should be stressed, that the Fourier method or its modifications applied to such problems [6, 40] , but this approach requires the certain boundary conditions (BCs) for the problem under consideration. Our aim is to develop the finite-difference method for the problems with arbitrary BCs.
Earlier, at theoretical analysing of the resonatorless OB, in particular in our papers [32, 33, 34, 35 ] also, the charged particles concentration, a potential of the electric field induced by a laser radiation and a laser pulse intensity changing due to a nonlinear absorption at its propagation in a semiconductor have been considered as a rule. However, it is well-known that the free-charged particle high concentration domains formation is observed under the condition of the hysteresis loop realization. Therefore, a laser beam interaction with these domains may result in partial light reflection from their boundaries. To describe this process, we propose a new mathematical model of the problem. Its main feature consists in a replacement of the equation concerning the laser pulse intensity by the Schrödinger equation with respect to the envelope (complex amplitude, slowly varying in time only) of a wave packet. In our opinion, the diffraction effects could play a significant role for changing the OB element characteristics, such as a stability of the bistable states and time of switching from one state to another one, for example. In this regard, taking into account the diffraction effects at the analysis of switching waves is the urgent problem.
For computer simulation of the problem, we develop a conservative FDS similar to that, which we proposed in [34] for the 2D problem without considering diffraction effects. It is a nonlinear implicit one, so to realize it we proposed an original two-stage iteration process. Computer simulation results confirmed that the FDS also possesses an asymptotic stability property that is very important because we should provide computation during the long time interval.
Problem statement
In the present paper, we consider the 2D problem of femtosecond laser pulse interaction with a semiconductor taking into account a longitudinal and transverse diffraction of a laser beam. The semiconductor has a rectangular form and could be placed in the external electric field ( Figure  1 ). Characteristic time of changing the problem parameters is about several tens femtoseconds. A mathematical model for the problem consists from a set of four 2D dimensionless PDEs concerning semiconductor characteristics -free-electron concentration n(x, y, t), ionized donors concentration N(x, y, t), electric field potential ϕ(x, y, t) [9, 26] and a laser pulse complex amplitude A(x, y, t), which is slowly varying in time only: ∂A ∂t + iD Ax ∂ 2 A ∂x 2 + iD Ay
The following notations are used: variables x, y are the dimensionless spatial coordinates, parameters L x , L y denote their maximal values, correspondingly. Variable t denotes a dimensionless time. The electron diffusion coefficients κ x , κ y , the diffraction coefficients D A x , D A y and the electron mobility coefficients μ x , μ y are non-negative parameters. Parameter γ depends, in particular, on the maximal concentration of free-charged particles. δ 0 denotes a maximal value of the semiconductor laser energy absorption. χ is a wave number, β A = πχ, D Ay = 1/4πχ. According to physical sense of the problem, the concentrations n(x, y, t), N(x, y, t) and the absorption coefficient δ(n, N) must be non-negative. Therefore, the concentration N(x, y, t) must be less or equal to unity, as it is shown in Section 2.1.
The homogenous BCs concerning the free-elector flow correspond to the electric current absence through a semiconductor surface:
The non-zero electric field strength E x , E y corresponds to the external electric field presence:
We stress that below we consider a case of the external electric field is absent:
The zero-value BCs with respect to a complex amplitude correspond to its finite distribution:
and we suppose, that the function A and its nth derivatives on x-coordinate and y-coordinate decrease exponentially when the corresponding coordinate tends to the domain boundaries. Some remarks concerning Equation (4) are discussed in Section 2.4. Gaussian beam falls on a semiconductor. We stress that the spatial distribution of a laser pulse complex amplitude along a propagation coordinate coincides with its time distribution because a laser pulse propagates in a linear medium before its interaction with a semiconductor:
where L x c , L y c are coordinates of the incident laser beam centre position, a is a beam radius on xcoordinate. As the initial laser beam profile, which is shown in Figure 2 , is a symmetric one, and then the problem solution should also keep symmetry if an external electric field is absent. It is an important feature for numerical method efficiency assessment. Functions G and R describe charged particle's generation and recombination [9, 26] in the area of semiconductor, correspondingly:
otherwise, these functions are equal to zero:
We will keep in mind this definition of the functions below. Above q 0 is a dimensionless maximum value of the laser pulse intensity, parameter n 0 is the equilibrium value of free-electron concentration and ionized donor concentration before the laser pulse action, τ R characterizes a recombination time (in present work we provide computations for τ R = 1). The absorption coefficient δ(n, N) could be approximated by different ways. Below we consider its following approximation [9] :
where ξ , ψ are non-negative constants. Boundedness of the absorption coefficient is discussed in Section 2.2. We also write in Section 2.7 some assessments for the electric field potential, which is a solution of Equation (3) and there are some remarks concerning Equation (2) solution existence in Section 2.8.
Analysis of changing for the function N
Let us prove that the concentration of the ionized donors is less than unity: N ≤ 1. First, we stress that the derivatives from the generation function on the concentrations n, N are:
Consequently, the function G increases with increasing of the concentration n and decreases with increasing of the concentration N. The corresponding derivatives from the recombination function on the concentrations functions are:
and this function increases with the concentrations of growth. At the initial time moment, the functions G and R are equal to zero because the laser intensity is equal to zero and the concentrations are equal to their equilibrium values. If a laser pulse penetrates in a semiconductor then the function G becomes positive and the function N (as well as n) becomes grow. Let us suppose that in certain time moment the function G-R possesses the negative value: the right part of Equation (1) will be negative. Consequently, there is a value N * (and it is less than unity), at which the right part of Equation (1) is equal to zero. It means that further increase of the function N stops. Thus, the function N cannot be greater than unity.
Boundedness of the absorption coefficient
Taking into account that the value of the concentration N does not exceed unity, the concentration n is greater than zero, and then the following assessment for the function δ(n, N) can be written:
for enough small time interval t ∈ [0, t ε ]. More weak assessment can be obtained taking into account the equation [18, 22] :
where
are the electric current flows. We see that changing of the concentration sum is due to free-electron flow. Obviously, in small time interval t ∈ [0, t ε ], depending on diffusion coefficients, this flow is close to zero approximately and the derivative on time coordinate in (18) also is equal to zero. In this case, we can believe that the free-electron concentration n is equal to the concentration of ionized donors N (this statement is confirmed by numerical simulation because the diffusion velocity is bounded by the diffusion coefficients and spatial distribution of the free-electron concentration). Therefore, at first stage of laser pulse interaction with a semiconductor (during small time interval) and for qualitative analysis of the absorption coefficient from the free-electron concentration n, we analyse the following function:
To find the maximum of this function we take a first derivative, which is
At a value of the concentration
the first derivative (20) is equal to zero. The second derivative from the function δ(n) is negative at this value of the free-electron concentration
Thus, in a dependence of value for the parameter ψξ there are three various dependences of the absorption coefficient from the free-electron concentration, which depicted in Figure 3 . We see in Figure 3 if the parameter ψξ is greater than unity that there is the same value of the function δ(n) for two values of free-electron concentration. It is easy to see that a maximal value of the absorption coefficient is defined by the following formula:
2.3. Invariants of the problem and some estimation for the problem solution (Equations (1) and (2))
As it is known, the charge conservation law takes place for this problem
if the charge flow through the semiconductor boundaries is absent. It is easy to see from Equations (1) and (2). To obtain formula (23) it is necessary to subtract Equation (1) from Equation (2) and then to take an integral over the semiconductor domain. Therefore, the FDS conservatism consists of a validity of this invariant difference analogue. In the same way, one can write one more integral from the concentrations of free-electron and ionized donors:
and suppose non-negativeness of the functions n(x, y, t), 1 − N(x, y, t) (for N this assumption was considered above) then one can re-write quality (24) in the following way:
Let notice that taking into account the initial conditions (9) with respect to charged particles concentrations one can re-write the integral (23) as:
Thus, if the norm for one of the functions n(x, y, t), N(x, y, t) is bounded then the norm for other function is bounded also.
Estimation for the Schrödinger equation solution (Equation (4))
For the set of Equations (1)- (4) we can write an integral relation with respect to the solution of the Schrödinger equation (4) . For this purpose, we multiply Schrödinger equation concerning complex amplitude A by the conjugated amplitude A * , and the conjugated Schrödinger equation -by the A and then summarize these two equations. After that we integrate obtained equation:
Integrating the second and the third terms of Equation (10) by parts and considering the zero-value BCs for the function A we obtain the equalities:
Thus, we obtain the following integral equality (energy invariant):
We can write an assessment for the norm L 2 from the function A using (29) . Indeed, let us suppose the existence of a solution for the problem (1)- (4) and a validity of the following inequality for absorption function δ(n, N) (see also (17) ):
In this case, from Equation (13), one can write two inequalities:
If we introduce the norm L 2 for the complex amplitude A as
which characterizes the pulse energy, then we obtain the following assessment of its evolution in time
Therefore, the laser pulse energy decreases with time, but its value is always greater than zero.
Integral relations for the pulse impulse
It is possible to write another two integral relations from Equation (4), which characterize the pulse energy motion in an x-coordinate or in y-coordinate. With this aim, we multiply the Schrödinger equation concerning laser pulse complex amplitude A by a derivative of the conjugated amplitude on x-coordinate (∂A * /∂x), and the conjugated Schrödinger equation by the (∂A/∂x) and then subtract these two equations. After integrating the obtained equation we can get:
Using the partial integration for the second term and the third term in (36) and taking into account the zero-value of the function and its derivatives if the corresponding coordinate tends to the domain boundaries we obtain the following relation:
where a symbol Im denotes an imaginary part of complex function. Let us represent the function A using Euler's formula:
here introduced functionsĀ, S are real ones. Then, we obtain the following integral relation:
Thus, if initial distribution of the pulse phase S 0 does not contain the odd powers from x − L xc and initial function distributionĀ 0 is symmetrical one on x-coordinate with respect to the point L x c , then the integral in the right part of equality (40) is equal to zero and the first integral in (40) also will be equal to zero:
because the functions δ(n, N) andĀ are symmetrical ones on x-coordinate with respect to this point L x c in this case. This last statement is easy to prove by changing x on -x and taking into account the symmetry of the initial distribution of the complex amplitude in this coordinate. The integral (41) is used to control the computer simulation results.
In the same way one can obtain the following integral relation:
or in the representation (39) for the complex amplitude:
For initial condition (9) this equality is re-written as:
Let us remind that the first derivative from wavefront distribution on spatial coordinate characterizes the laser beam motion along this coordinate. Therefore, if we take into account the optical reflection from the semiconductor face and from boundaries of the high absorption domains, which leads to changing of the sign of the derivative for part of the pulse, then a modulus of the similar derivative for the other part of the laser beam must increase. This will lead to acceleration of laser pulse motion. This phenomenon is confirmed by the computer simulation results (see below).
Integral relation for the third invariant of Equation (4)
Another integral relation, which is similar to the Hamiltonian of Equation (4) 
Using the partial integration for two terms in (36) and taking into account the zero-value of the function and its derivatives if the corresponding coordinate tends to the domain boundaries we obtain the following relation:
Using the representation (39), we write the equality (47) in the form:
To simplify this equality, we need to write the equations with respect toĀ, S from Equation (4). Finally, they are written in the form:
Using (49), one can transform equality (48) to the form:
Thus, using the partial integration in (51) and taking into account the zero-value of the functionĀ if the corresponding coordinate tends to the domain boundaries we obtain the following relation:
This integral relation can be used also to control computer simulation results. If we introduce the function
then one can rewrite Equation (52) in the form
Because the right part of Equation (55) is positive then the integral in the left part of (55) must be positive also. The function δ(n, N) is positive as well. So, using the inequality (30) for the absorption coefficient and after some algebra, we obtain the following assessment:
Moreover, from (56) it is as follows:
Taking into account the inequality (34)- (35) and positiveness of the functionĀ 2 one can claim that the change of the pulse phase S will be bounded as in the norm L 2 as well as in the norm C.
Equation (3)
Let us write some assessments for the potential of the electric field, which is a solution of the Poisson equation. As this equation is a linear one with respect to the electric field potential and the domain is a rectangle, then an existence of its smooth solution is investigated (see, e.g. [7, 16, 20, 24, 27] ). We suppose that the functions in the right part of the equation are known.
Let us multiply Equation (3) on the function ϕ and then take an integral over the domain occupied by a semiconductor. As a result, we obtain:
or, taking into account the BCs with respect to the electric field potential:
Consequently, using the Cauchy-Bunkyakovsky inequality and ε inequality we write an assessment:
where the L 2 norm from the electric field potential, or charged particles concentrations is defined in the domain, occupied by a semiconductor, as
Next, multiplying Equation (3) on the function (N-n) and then take an integral over the domain occupied by a semiconductor, we obtain:
Further, take modulus from the left part of Equation (63) and using the Cauchy-Bunkyakovsky inequality and ε inequality, we write an inequality:
From (60) and (64) one can write two assessments:
Consequently, a norm L 2 of the electrical field potential gradient is bounded if the similar norm from the gradient of the concentrations difference is bounded. A norm L 2 of the electrical field potential is bounded because a solution of the linear Poisson equation exists. These assessments can be used for proving the problem solution in small time interval as well as for proving the solution of the corresponding difference problem. Obviously, in the last case, we have to use the difference analogues of the inequalities written above.
Remarks about Equation (2) solution existence
The most difficult problem consists in proving the existence and uniqueness of the solution for Equation (2) . Let us stress that, of course, it is necessary to consider the solution of the problem (1)- (4) with corresponding BCs and initial conditions. As our aim in this paper is not the proving of this solution we discuss only a set of possible steps for this proving by using already well-known approaches or theorems containing infamous books because PDEs involving in the problem under consideration is a subject of various investigations. Analysing Equation (2) we can see that this equation has a structure which is similar to the hydrodynamics equations with taking into account the thermo-diffusion flows [5] . The similar operators can meet for description of the gas mixture dynamics and they are similar to the Fokker-Planck equation [12] . In particular, in [5] the existence and uniqueness of the solution is demonstrated for the set of equations which possess the similar differential operator to Equation (2) . Therefore, one can assume to use the results obtained in this paper for proving the solution of the set of equations (1)-(4).
There is another way for proving of the existence and uniqueness of the solution for the problem (1)-(4) during small time interval t ∈ [0, t ε ]. To reach this it is necessary to use multi-stages iteration process similar to the one used by us below for solution of the nonlinear difference equations. Let note that Equation (2) can transform to more convenient form:
In Equation (67) we see the nonlinear dependence of the diffusion coefficients from the electric field potential. These coefficients are positive and do not equal to zero. In literature, the heat conduction equation with the nonlinear dependence of heat diffusion was investigated in [7, 25] . But this equation was considered in the 1D case. That is why we propose to use two-stage iteration process. It should be emphasized that in two particular cases it is easy to use the results of the book [7] . First of them corresponds to the validity of the equality between the mobility coefficients: μ x = μ y . In this case Equation (67) reduces to the heat conduction equation with the nonlinear dependence of the diffusion coefficient and thermal capacity. The second one corresponds to the case, at which there is a relation between diffusion coefficients and electron mobility coefficients: D x μ x = D y μ y . Under this condition Equation (67) is similar to the Fokker-Planck equation.
Let us notice that when we use the iteration process for proving of the existence and uniqueness of the problem solution for Equation ( 2) (or of the whole set of equations (1)-(4)) then at each of the iterations, the equations with respect to the functions n, N, ϕ will be linear ones and the solutions of these equations (except Schrödinger equation) will exist due to theorems proved in [7] . On the other hand, the existence and uniqueness of the solution for nonlinear heat conduction equations, including the nonlinear BCs, were proved in [7] .
Thus, summing the discussion mentioned above one can state that the solution of the problem (1)-(4) exists and this solution unique. We stress that for proving of this, one can use theorems containing in [5, 7, 25] and applying the iteration process.
Under consideration of the FDS, we will assume that the functions G and R possess the Lipschitz continuity property.
Finite-difference scheme
To solve the differential initial-boundary problem (1)-(6) numerically we approximate it by the set of finite-difference equations. For this aim, we introduce in the domain the uniform time and space grids:
where h x , h y , τ are the grid steps on spatial coordinates and on time, correspondingly, P x , P y , P t denote the number of grids nodes. Using the 1D grids defined in (68) we define temporal-spatial grids
Let us define the mesh functions n h , N h , ϕ h , G h , R h , δ h on the grid 1 in the following way:
and the mesh function A h is defined on a grid 2 , which is constructed using the grid ω y with the extended area along y coordinate: A m kj = A(x k , y j , t m ) (Figure 4 ). Grid parameter δ 0 h (maximal value of the semiconductor laser energy absorption) for the parameter δ 0 is defined on the grid 2 by the rule:
For brevity, below we use the following index-free notations:
where f is one of the defined mesh functions and omit index h. We also define some useful notations using (14): 
The first and the second difference derivatives are defined in a standard way and they are notated as follows: f x , fx, fx x , f y , fȳ, fȳ y , f t . For notation brevity, we introduce the finite-difference operators:
and the 2D Laplace difference operator:
It should be stressed one more, that below we provide all computations for zero-value of the external electric field E x = E y = 0. However, the developed FDS is also an effective one for arbitrary BCs.
At FDS construction we use the Crank-Nicolson FDS. As a result, we propose the following FDS for the set of equations (1)- (4):
Let us note, that 0.5 δ kj = 0 if j = −P y + 1, −1. The BCs (5) for the charged particles concentrations and electric field potential are approximated with the first order:φ
The corresponding initial conditions for electron and donor concentrations are written as:
The complex amplitude initial condition is defined in the following way:
At writing the initial condition (78), we assume that the corresponding mesh nodes coincide with coordinates L x c , L y c . This assumption does not restrict our consideration. For brevity, we omit the proof of Theorem 3.1 because this fact is easy to prove using the standard differential derivatives expansion in a Taylor series on sufficient smooth solution of the problem under consideration.
Conservativeness of the FDS with respect to the charge
Let us notice, that for the problem under consideration the FDS conservatism means a validity of the difference analogue of the conservation law (11) . For numerical computation, we use the following its approximation:
At BCs approximation, we should take into account the requirement of the FDS conservatism. For this purpose, we have formulated and proved 
Proof:
We can write below the sum, following from the equations concerning the free-electron concentration and ionized donor concentration:
Let us calculate the sums entering the right part of relation (80). For example, we see that two equalities are valid:
Obviously, that at the BCs approximation (76), the following equalities are valid:
Similar equalities are valid also for other sums entering to the right part of expression (80):
Therefore, the right part of equality (80) is equal to zero. Thus, the charge conservation law (79) takes place and FDS (72)-(75) is a conservative one.
Corollary 3.1: Important consequence follows from Theorem 3.2 which consists in constancy of the sum
P y −1 j=1 P x −1 k=1 h y h x (n −N) = P y −1 j=1 P x −1 k=1 h y h x (n − N) = 0.(83)
If we take into account the initial conditions (77) then the equality (83) can also be written in the form
where mesh norm L 1 for the positive mesh function is defined as
Applying similar way as we provide for equalities (80) one can obtain the following relation:
At writing (86), we suppose that mesh functionN does not exceed the unity. We see that sum of the norms for two mesh functions is bounded by constant. Thus, the mesh solution of the equations concerning
free-electron concentration and ionized donor concentration will be stable in the norm L 1 .
Proving the positivity property forN
From difference equation (72) with respect to the ionized donor concentration on upper layer on time coordinate, we obtain the following expression with respect to the mesh functionN:
Let us suppose that the mesh functions n and N are positive at previous time layer. In this case, the right part of Equation (87) 
is valid. With respect to the left part of Equation (87), it is necessary to emphasize that the expression in big parentheses is positive at any sign of the mesh functionn due to choosing the grid step on time coordinate. Indeed, if the mesh functionn is positive then this term is positive also. If a value ofn is negative, then there are two situations. The first one corresponds to zero-value of a term in small parentheses is equal to zero then the mesh functionN will be positive. For the second one to achieve a positive value of the mesh functionN , it is sufficient choosing of the mesh step on time coordinate as:
Therefore, independent from a sign of the mesh functionn the value ofNwill be positive at a validity of the conditions (88), (89). We stress that these conditions are sufficient.
Theorem 3.3: FunctionN is positive if the conditions (88)-(89) are valid in the hypothesis that N is positive.

Proving the inequalityN < 1
Let us re-write Equation (87) as
Because of choosing of the function N normalization, a value n 0 is less than unity and at the initial time moment n = n 0 , the inequality n > n 2 0 is valid at previous time layer. We suppose that the mesh function describing the concentration of the ionized donors at the low time layer is less than unity: N < 1. Then, discussing in a similar way as we discuss a validity of positiveness for the mesh function N in (87), we conclude about a validity of the mesh function propertyN < 1. FunctionN is bounded by unit. 
Theorem 3.4:
Assessment for the mesh function A in the mesh norm L 2 . Equation (75)
Let us introduce a scalar product for a mesh complex function with zero-value in boundary's nodes as
Therefore, the mesh norm L 2 is defined as
Multiplying Equation (75) A kj , summing the result and multiplying it on the grid steps on spatial coordinates and then taking a sum over grid nodes, we obtain the following equation:
from which one can write
We have to stress that for writing expression (93) we use the difference Green formulas for the mesh functions (see, e.g. [24] ):
As we assumed above the mesh function δ(n, N) is bounded from below by the constant δ min = min N,n,N) . Therefore, the next inequality follows from (94):
Thus, we obtain that the norm L 2 from the mesh complex function A at current layer on the time coordinate mesh is bounded by its value for initial distribution:
if the following condition
is valid. It means Equation (75) solution stability.
Theorem 3.5: The norm L 2 of Equation (75) difference solution is bounded if the mesh step on time coordinate satisfies inequality (98).
Thus, the solution of the difference equation (75) is stable in the norm L 2 .
Iteration process for developed FDS
To solve the obtained set of 2D nonlinear difference equations we use two-stage iteration process. We construct it in such a way, that the FDS becomes a conservative one on each of iterations. It is an important feature of our approach because it allows avoiding disadvantages which arise from using the split-step method. It should be emphasized that in [6] for the 2D problem without taking into account diffraction effects we had showed, that the split-step method using accumulates computing mistakes at calculating on a large time interval and, therefore, asymptotic stability property violation takes place. Below we write these two stages separately with corresponding BCs. For iteration process, we use the following notations: upper indices s and s + 1 mean the iteration number.
The first stage of the iteration process is:
s,s+1 0.5
The second stage is:
s+1,s+2 0.5
s+1,s+2 0.5 The iterations are stopped if the following inequalities
are valid in all grid nodes. We check criterion (111) only after both iteration stages are made. As initial approach for the iteration process we use the function values, obtained on the previous time layer: 
Remark to the Poisson equation solution
Let us discuss the problem of 2D Poisson equation solution. For zero-value Dirichlet BCs, one can apply the split-step method in combination with FFT method. However, for the arbitrary BCs, the FFT cannot be used, obviously. In the case of the electric field potential evolution describing by linear 2D Poisson equation, the split-step method with a combination of another algorithm, which is caused by BCs, is an effective tool for solving the linear problem. Therefore, below we use this method also for solving the Poisson equation (102) with BCs (104) and describe a method application only at the first stage (99)- (104) of the main iteration process. For the second stage of the iteration process, the same algorithm is used. Because there are many approaches for multidimensional split-step method construction and they possess the same properties such as an accuracy order or the stability conditions [21, 27] , then in the present paper we use the stabilization method, which is written in the following manner for our problem:
where F is an auxiliary mesh function defined on the spatial grid¯ = ω x × ω y ,τ is an iteration parameter, which is not equal to time grid step τ , p is an iteration number. The initial approach for this iteration process is
This method has the second order of an accuracy concerning the iteration parameterτ . We use the Thomas algorithm to solve each of the difference equations (41) and (43). The convergence assessment for the iteration process (41)- (44) is given by the inequality
and it is a discrepancy for the difference Poisson equation (31) . Using this criterion allows us to calculate the electric field potential with high accuracy and with good high-speed performance. If the criterion (46) is satisfied, then the iteration process (41)- (44) is stopped and we compute the electric field potential at s + 1 iteration: 
Supposing that the mesh function N at previous time layer is positive and bounded:
the mesh functions n, ŝ n are positive and bounded also:
and the mesh function A on previous time layer as well as on upper layer at s iteration is bounded also
then from Equation (120) the positiveness of the mesh function s+1 N on upper time layer occurs if the following inequality is valid
For proving the inequality s+1 N < 1 we re-write Equation (120) in the form:
We see from (127) that at inequality (125) validity of the mesh function for ionized donors at s + 1 iteration is less than unity ( s+1 N < 1). As above (see Section 3.3) a value n 0 is less than unity and at the initial time moment n = n 0 , then the inequality n > n 2 0 is valid at previous time layer. We suppose that the mesh function describing the concentration of ionized donors at the low time layer is less than unity: N < 1. It should be stressed if even the last term in (127) becomes negative (let suppose this) then choosing of the grid step τ in appropriate way one can increase a value of the first term in the right part of Equation (127) to achieve a positiveness of the right part for Equation (127). Thus, we conclude about a validity of the mesh function property s+1 N < 1. N is bounded by unity. Below we show the uniform boundedness of this function with respect to the iteration process. For this aim let us suppose that Equation (121) is valid. Let us suppose that the mesh function describing the concentration of the ionized donors on upper time layer at s-th iteration is bounded by
Let us show that the next inequality
is valid. With this aim, Equation (120) is re-written in the form 
where instead (122) we introduce a new notation
if does not suppose the positiveness of the mesh function for free-electron concentration at previous time layer and its value at the previous iteration. Therefore, if the grid step on time coordinate satisfies the inequality
at a validity of inequality (125), the mesh function s+1 N is uniformly bounded.
This means a validity of the
Theorem 4.4:
The mesh functionN is uniformly bounded on each of the iterations.
Difference of values at the iterations s + 1, s and s + 2, s + 1 for the mesh functionN
From Equation (99), one can write the following expression:
Let us transform the terms in the right part of Equation (134). First of all, we transform the first two terms in (134). So, one can write
In a similar way, we transform the second term: 
The last two terms can be transformed as:
Thus, Equation (134) could be written as
If we use Taylor's series for the exponential term (or a property of Lipchitz continuity) then
where M n is a constant of the series. Finally, we obtain the inequality
For the next neighbour iterations s + 2 and s + 1, we obtain the inequality which is similar to inequality (140):
Inequalities (140) and (141) will be used below for writing the conditions for the iteration process convergence.
Uniform boundedness of s+1
||Â|| 2 L 2
Let us remind that in Section 3.4 we showed the validity of the inequality for the norm L 2 from the mesh function corresponding to the complex amplitude 
is valid for the mesh function 
where we introduce the following operators:
Multiplying Equation (144) by the operator B −1 x from the left and taking into account the assessments for the operators [14] 
Therefore, in Equation (143) will be valid if the mesh step on time coordinate satisfies to the inequality:
Carrying out the similar algebra for the mesh function A we obtain from (109) the following equation:
Multiplying Equation (149) by the operator B −1 y from the left and taking into account the assessments for the operators [14] 
and supposing that this assessment
is valid (we discuss this statement below), we obtain s+2
Therefore, the inequality s+2
will be valid if the mesh step on time coordinate satisfies to the inequality:
Thus, the following theorem is valid: 
To write the final difference equation we need to transform the last difference in Equation (157), which can be written as
or using Equation (139), expression (158) transforms to
Thus, Equation (157) is written in the form:
In a similar way, one can transform the second difference between the mesh functionÂ at s + 2 and s + 1 iterations:
After applying some algebra, we write the equation, which is similar to Equation (160),
The next step consists of writing the inequalities for a difference of the mesh functionÂ values at s + 1 and s iterations, and s + 2 and s + 1 iterations. With this aim we re-writing Equations (160) and (162) by multiplying them by B −1 x , B −1 y from the left, correspondingly, we obtain
Then, taking into account the assessments for the corresponding operators, we write:
The last two inequalities together with inequalities (140) and (141) are used for a convergence condition of the differences between the mesh functions values at neighbour iterations.
Uniform boundedness of || ŝ n|| C
Let us take a sum from both parts of Equation (100) multiplying them by h x , h y . Taking into account the equations corresponding to the boundary nodes, we obtain:
Let us emphasize that a value of the mesh function s+1 N can be expressed from Equation (99) via values of the mesh function at the previous iteration. Moreover, in Section 4.3 we showed the uniform boundedness of this mesh function. We take into account below that the mesh function s+1 N is positive and bounded. In this case, from (167) the inequality for s+1 n follows:
At writing the
we suppose that s+1 n is positive. Some discussion about this statement will be present in the end of Section 4. In general case, it is necessary to use modulus from this mesh function.
Because in expression (122) we suppose the boundedness of the mesh functions n, ŝ n in the norm C then we suppose that these mesh functions will be bounded in the norm L 1 also in accordance with the equivalence property of all finite-dimensional spaces [1] . Therefore, we state:
Let notice that other reason according to which the norm ||n|| L 1 is bounded arises from a validity of the invariant Q(t m ) = const (see (79)) and boundedness of the norm ||N|| L 1 . With accordance to is bounded by the same constantQ n +ε n , if the mesh step on time coordinate satisfies the inequality:
The similar assessment can be obtained with respect to the mesh function s+2 n (106):
From this inequality, one can conclude that
if the grid step on time coordinate satisfies the inequality:
Finally, the following theorem is valid:
Theorem 4.6:
The mesh functionn at iterations will uniformly bounded in the norm L 1 , if the mesh step on time coordinate is satisfied both inequalities (170) and (173).
Difference of values at the iterations s + 1, s and s + 2, s + 1 for the mesh functionn
From the iteration process (99)-(104), the following equalities follows
in accordance to Theorem 4.1 (see Section 4). We use these relations for assessment of the geometric ratio for the iteration process (99)-(110). Using these equalities, one can write the following equations:
and
If we introduce the operators
Equations (176), (177) can be re-written as
Thus, in the norm C, we obtain
Summing all conditions for uniform boundedness of the mesh functions at the iterations and for the differences of the mesh functions we obtain the relation between the mesh steps
where the parameters C 1 , C 2 depend on the problem parameters. We showed that the mesh functions are uniformly bounded at each of iterations and the iteration process converges. It means validity of the following theorem: 
Remark 4.9:
A positiveness of the mesh functionn can be stated by using the approach developed in [3] . This requires additional transform of the mesh equation with respect to mesh concentrationn and, as we believe, it is a subject of other paper.
Computer simulation results
As an illustration of the FDS efficiency we show in Figures 5-8 the laser pulse intensity distribution evolution ( Figures 5, 6, 8 ) and the free-electron concentration evolution ( Grid steps on spatial coordinates and on time are chosen as h x = h y = 10 −2 , τ = 10 −3 . The iteration parameters are chosen as ε 1 = 10 −4 , ε 2 = 10 −6 . It should be stressed, that we provide our computations for extended area on y-coordinate, but in figures we use a decreased area, to optimize the computer simulation results visualization.
We see in Figure 5 that a part of laser beam reflects from a semiconductor face in time moment t = 3.6. The laser beam transmitted through a boundary of a semiconductor with air acquires very complicated profile. The travelling part of the beam penetrated in a semiconductor becomes with intensity minimum at the x-axis near the face of a semiconductor ( Figure 5(b,c) ). With time increasing, the beam profile becomes much more disturbed one in comparison with the incident Gaussian profile. The reflected beam possesses also complicated profile in the x-direction as well as in ydirection. (Figure 5(d) ). A part of the reflected beam moves faster than other ones ( Figure 6 ). For the beam propagating in a semiconductor, the pulse front moves faster than a basic part of the beam. For illustration of the complicated spatial-temporal intensity distribution, in Figure 6 the beam profile along y-coordinate at beam axis on x-coordinate is depicted at various time moments. We see a formation of the laser sub-pulses propagating in both directions along y-coordinate.
Analysis of the free-electron spatial-temporal distribution ( Figure 7) shows that the laser beam diffraction action results in multi-domains formation for high absorption (Figure 7(b,c) ). We see an appearance of the free-electron high concentration domains on both coordinates (Figure 7(b) ). For example, such domains form in the section y = 0.12 which cannot appear without taking into account the beam diffraction. Figure 8 illustrates the influence of the reflected optical pulse from the high concentration domain. As a result of this, we see that the pulse intensity increases near the face of the semiconductor with increasing time. In Table 1 
are shown. It should be noticed, that invariant (29) approximated by formula (184) with the second order on spatial and time coordinates. As we can see, both characteristics Q(t m ) andQ(t m ) preserve their values with high accuracy. Thus, a conservatism property which was proved analytically in Theorem 3.1 is confirmed also by computer simulation. It means, that our numerical method allows providing computations on long time interval without accumulating the rounding errors and this method possesses the asymptotic stability property. 
Conclusions
A new mathematical model for the resonatorless OB scheme based on a semiconductor is proposed. The main feature of this model consists in taking into account the longitudinal diffraction of the optical beam. Its action results in a laser beam reflection from the boundaries of high absorption domains. The transverse diffraction induces the laser beam reshaping.
To solve the 2D nonlinear Schrödinger equation together with the set of the equations describing an electron-hole plasma evolution in a semiconductor, the conservative FDS on the base of Crank-Nicolson scheme is proposed and its conservatism is proved. For its realization, the two-stage iteration process is used. Such iteration method allows to achieve the conservatism property on each of the iterations.
We showed the uniform boundedness of the mesh functions at the iterations, the convergence of the iteration process. We showed also positiveness and boundedness of the mesh function corresponding to free-charged particle concentrations. We discuss some properties of the differential problem including the problem invariants, positiveness of the free-charge concentrations.
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